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The “Godfather of Influence”
On How to Design a Vaccination Campaign
By Dale Dauten, Syndicated Columnist
“On Covid vaccinations: “[By the end of April] we are going to run out of demand.
I think we need to start thinking about the demand side of this equation soon.”
- Former FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb on “Face the Nation,” February 7, 2021

If you were to sit down with one of the world’s leading experts on influence and persuasion and talk
through how to create a vax program that would maximize vaccination rates, here’s what you’d learn…

OUR EXPERT: Dr. Robert Cialdini is often ranked as the country’s leading social psychologist (yes, there
are rankings of such things) and his books have sold over three million copies, including the bestseller
Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion.

We talked with Dr. Cialdini, sometimes referred to as “the Godfather of Influence,” in early February to
get his advice on creating a vaccination program.

What’s the Best Way to Talk About Vaccine Hesitancy?
When it comes to persuading those who aren’t sure they want the Covid vaccine, Dr. Cialdini said this:

“The most important recommendation I’d make is to use the word trend. We’re seeing the number of people
who don’t want the vaccine is falling. Let’s say that there were 40% who didn’t want the vaccine, and now
that number is down to 30%. It would be a mistake to use just those two numbers. That’s because…
40 is a statistic,
40 and 30 are a difference,
but,
if you say, it used to be 40, then 35, and now it’s 30 – that’s a trend.

There’s magic in a trend because we know that people believe trends will continue and so the trend implies
that they should get onboard. It’s what we call social proof. Don’t cite a statistic or a difference -- show a
trend.”

As for the notion of “social proof,” Dr. Cialdini suggested we turn to his book Pre-suasion for research on
the power of this principle. Here are our two favorites:

1. When restaurants listed some items on the menu as “Most Popular,” the sales of those dishes
increased 13-20%.
2. In an experiment Dr. Cialdini conducted with colleagues, they sought to get households to
reduce their usage of electricity. The researchers tried four campaigns that boiled down to these
messages: (1) the environment will benefit from lower usage, (2) it’s socially responsible, (3) you’ll
save money, and (4) that most of your neighbors are trying to converse energy. The researchers
then monitored actual energy use and found that the last of the four messages, the “social proof”
one, led to reductions triple those of any other campaigns.

These and other studies make it clear why Dr. Cialdini was eager to turn data into social proof, giving
new meaning to the old Wall Street maxim, “The trend is your friend.”

But What About Persuading an Anti-Vaxxer?
In dealing with someone who is more than just vaccine-hesitant but actually anti-vaccine, Dr. Cialdini
suggested “convert communication.” In this case, the “converts” would be those who used to be anti-vaccine but then had something happen to change their minds – they didn’t just rethink the issue, but had
an experience that shifted their thinking. He explained this phenomenon in recent podcast*: “You have
to say, not just, ‘I used to believe it, then I saw the same thing that you are seeing and it changed my
mind.’ No. You have to say, ‘I used to believe what you believe, and then I got a piece of personal information that changed my mind, information that you don’t have. Let me tell you what that is and why you
should move in the direction to save yourself from the costs of what I experienced.’”

What Should Be the Key Message about Getting Vaccinated?
Dr. Cialdini’s research has led to him to be a believer in messaging around protecting others. (Notice how
we were talking earlier about “social proof” as learning from others; this is a related idea, that those “others” are worth not just our attention but our consideration – social proof versus social sympathy.)
Here’s a study Dr. Cialdini referred to: A hospital wanted to get physicians to wash their hands when
going between patients. They decided to put signs above soap dispensers, and experimented with two
slightly different messages. One was, “Hand hygiene protects you from catching diseases.” The other version changed just one word: “Hand hygiene protects patients from catching diseases.” The first sign saw
no change in behavior, while the protect-the-patients message increased usage 45%.”
Given that many people do not personally fear getting Covid, the protect-others message would seem
particularly relevant. And one more piece of research that we came across in reviewing Dr. Ciadini’s work
(this from a book he co-authored, The Small Big: Small Changes that Spark Big Influence), research about
charitable appeals which suggests one word in vaccination appeals that could have substantial leverage:
“When researchers added the words DONATING = HELPING to standard charity collection boxes, they
measured a 14 percent increase in donations. However, when the word helping was changed to loving,
so the sign read DONATING = LOVING, donations increased by over 90 percent.” Could something similar happen with a VACCINATIONS = LOVING campaign? Let’s hope someone will try that experiment.

How else can we influence outcomes? The art of “pre-suasion”
Another powerful force in the “pre-suasion” around vaccination is scarcity and loss aversion. When
supply of something is limited, Dr. Cialdini reminds us, it fires up a desire that makes “people go a little
crazy.” We all watched that craziness with the great toilet paper rush of 2020, and we’re seeing it again
with the Covid vaccine. So that helps fuel the early rush to get vaccinated, but Dr. Cialdini suggests that
the same principles will apply later on, when the vaccines are widely available. As Dr. Cialdini puts it,
“Loss is the ultimate form of scarcity.” He added, “People hate to have something taken away, like losing
their place in line.” People who may not have particularly wanted a place in line can be still be distressed
at the thought of losing that place.

Dr. Cialdini quotes a financial executive who’d discovered this principle as applied to making versus losing money: “If you wake multimillionaire clients at five the morning and say, ‘If you act now, you will gain
twenty thousand dollars,’ they’ll scream at you and slam down the phone But, if you say, ‘If you don’t act
now, you will lose twenty thousand dollars,’ they’ll thank you.”

ONE LAST SUGGESTION
Finally, Dr. Cialdini also spoke of another factor that could “pre-suade” people to get the vaccine. By the
way, that term was created by Dr. Cialdini after reviewing the stacks of research showing that the environment surrounding a decision plays a major role, and it does so in part because so few recognize that
they are being influenced. (For instance, one study on wine selection showed that if you play French
background music, the study participants are more likely to choose a French wine. Without realizing it,
they were being directed to an outcome, or being persuaded in advance.) In this case, he recommends
scientific imagery – like vials and microscopes and lab coats. “The goal is to reinforce the thought that
scientists have come to conclusions about the vaccine. The mindset is fact-based, not belief-based.”
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
We would love to see experiments around vaccine programs. Please let us know what you try so we can
pass along the intelligence you gain.

PHOTO: Dr. Cialdini in one of his many media appearances
*Dr. Cialdini was one of several participants in an excellent podcast on vaccinations: “The Psychology of Vaccination,” at GuyKawasaki.com/psychology-of-vaccination. The Cialdini books referred to in this article are Influence:
The Psychology of Persuasion (a revised edition is due this May), Pre-suasion: A Revolutionary Way to Influence
and Persuade, and, with Steve J. Martin and Noah Goldstein, The Small Big: Small Changes That Spark Big Influence.”

“CITIZEN EPI”:
THE NEW EXPERT IN IMMUNIZATION SCIENCE?
By Bill Davenhall, Geomedicine Analyst

What a difference a global pandemic can bring to the sciences. In less than one year we’ve seen a dramatic world-wide display of data, maps, charts, graphs, and accompanying immunization “science” explainers, some of whom have now become “citizen epi’s.”
In recent weeks the plight of lower-than-expected immunization rates among minority populations has
been reported by many reliable sources, including public health advocates who have drawn attention to
this issue. Coupled with the heightened anxiety in the general population over who will get the vaccine
next, questions over the equitable distribution of vaccines among populations are becoming contentious
in many communities in the US. I will use this situation as the basis for my geographic analysis that follows.
The first map is the distribution of Block Groups (see note below), where more than 100 Black persons
live in that BG. There are 87,716 BG’s that meet this threshold (41% of all BG’s nationally). The second
map is the distribution of Block Groups where Black populations make up more than 60% of the BG
total household population. There are 15,178 of BG’s that meet that threshold (7 % of the nation’s BGs).
With just two maps an analyst can visualize the logistics of immunization among a single racial group.
(BG Census data is also available to analyze other racial/ethnic groups). It also suggests that than no less
than seven Southeastern states (a sizable region) will need to focus on specific, geographically applied
remedies. The fact that 41 % of the country’s BG’s have at least 100 Black residents suggests that similar concerns over racial immunization outcomes will likely be an issue in many more local areas.
It now appears that continuous access to small area data should not be constrained by traditional geography but enjoy greater flexibility in the planning and execution stages of immunizations. Having data analytically-ready and current -- such as demographic, economic, social, medical, health manpower, educational, provider facilities and their locations -- will become a new “business” imperative for public health.
Immediate access to relevant information that is far more granular than zip codes can identify immunization target groups by more useful geographies such as travel distances or travel time. Greater awareness
of the need for a more versatile analytical platform, accessible to every local public health jurisdiction,
should be one of the “takeaways” from the pandemic crucible we find ourselves in today.
Maybe we need to invest in data microscopes that can geographically scale quickly?
As always, I appreciate 2nd opinions.
Bill Davenhall

Note: The US Census Bureau in 2020 defined 217,182 distinct Block Group’s (BG’s). The Block Group is much smaller than a
Zip Code of which there only 33,000 in 2020. BG’s are statistical divisions of census tracts, are generally defined to contain
between 600 and 3,000 people and are used to present data and control block numbering.  A block group consists of clusters
of blocks within the same census tract that have the same first digit of their four-digit census block number. For example,
blocks 3001, 3002, 3003, . . ., 3999 in census tract 1210.02 belong to BG 3 in that census tract. Most BGs were delineated
by local participants in the Census Bureau’s Participant Statistical Areas Program. The Census Bureau delineated BGs only
where a local or tribal government declined to participate, and a regional organization or State Data Center was not available to participate. A BG usually covers a contiguous area. Each census tract contains at least one BG, and BGs are uniquely
numbered within the census tract. Within the standard census geographic hierarchy, BGs never cross state, county, or census
tract boundaries but may cross the boundaries of any other geographic entity. Tribal census tracts and tribal BGs are separate
and unique geographic areas defined within federally recognized American Indian reservations and can cross state and county
boundaries (see “Tribal Census Tract” and “Tribal Block Group”). The tribal census tracts and tribal block groups may be completely different from the census tracts and block groups defined by state and county.

